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INTRODUCTION 

THE UNIVERSAL APPEAL OF MAGIC is the thrill ofbeing subtly and 

completely bamboozled. The moment you learn the truth behind 

the illusion the magic disappears. Seneca once wrote, "It is the 

trickery that pleases me, but show me how the trick is done, and I 

have lost my interest therein."' As Michael Caine's character in The 

Prestige says, "[t]he audience wants to be fooled."2 

Most people will agree that once the underlying mechanics 

of an illusion are exposed, it loses both its emotional impact and 

economic value. That is precisely the issue that sparked the copy

right infringement lawsuit brought against a Dutch lounge singer 

named Gerard Dogge, also known as Gerard Bakardy, in Nevada 

federal court by Teller, the silent half of the famed magic duo Penn 

& Teller. 

Teller's lawsuit, Teller v. Dogge, filed in April 2012, seeks to en

join Dogge from (l) performing his version of Teller's iconic illu

sion entitled "Shadows/' which Dogge has called "The Rose and 

Her Shadow/ ' and (2) selling on YouTube for the sum of$3,050 the 

secret mechanism behind the "Shadows" trick. The suit also seeks 

to enjoin Dogge from performing "The Rose and Her Shadow/' re

lying on the law of unfair competition. Thus, the lawsuit seeks two 

separate remedies for infringement under the Copyright Act for: 
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( l) Dogge' s deliberate imitation of the "Shadows" pantomime script, 

and (2) Dogge's attempt to sell the secret mechanism and prop(s) be

hind the illusion, 3 and a third remedy under unfair competition. 

THE MAGICIAN'S CODE 

Magicians are skilled and ingenious performance artists. When 

other artists perform, their skills and talents are manifest and in

stantly rewarded by the praise of the audience. But magicians must 

hide their talent in service to and furtherance of the illusion, the 

beautiful lie. 

In general, the magic community polices itself without having 

to resort to the blunt instrument of intellectual property lawsuits. 

As Timothy Lee, an adjunct scholar at the Cato Institute and fre

quent contributor to the Techdirt blog, has written: 

The magic community uses social norms to reward those who 

discover new magic tricks and punishes those who disclose them 

to non-magicians. Because magicians rely so much on their pro

fessional network of other magicians to learn about new tricks, 

new equipment, and new performance opportunities, maintain

ing a good reputation within the magic community is essential 

to the career of a successful magician. A magician who uses 

another magician's trick without giving the originator proper 
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credit, or who reveals secrets to non-magicians, is shunned by 

other magicians. That kind of ostracism can be a much better 

(not to mention cheaper) way of disciplining wayward members 

than getting the lawyers involved.4 

The Teller lawsuit against Dogge is unusual because it steps 

outside the norm of the magician's code by seeking judicial inter

vention to resolve a dispute. Were it not for YouTube, the dispute 

probably never would have arisen because Teller would not have 

been concerned about the possibility of a worldwide dissemination 

of the secret to his trick. 

Teller's lawsuit is unique for two reasons. First, it seeks to pro

tect the art of"pantomime," which is the wordless story central to 

the wonder and effect of the illusion. Due to the peculiar and idio

syncratic character of magic acts and pantomime, those art forms 

are rarely registered for copyright protection, and if they are, the 

copyrights are almost never enforced. Second, the suit is unique in 

that it attempts to use the Copyright Act to prevent the disclosure 

of how a particular illusion is performed when the mechanism of 

the secret has never been reduced to any registered expression, but 

is necessarily imbedded in the protected copyright of the dramatic 

work. 

Teller's lawyer, Mark Tratos of Greenberg Traurig, LLP, states 

that Teller's lawsuit is not intended to be an impact lawsuit that 

makes a statement about the theft of magic illusions. Tratos, who 

defended Val Valentino, also known as "The Masked Magician,''5 

has noted that Teller is simply deeply troubled that another magi

cian intends to ruin the magic of his illusion in order to make a few 

dollars. Tratos told us, "[t]he joy of magic is the creation of wonder

ment .... It's different than applauding someone who has hit a high 

C. With most performers, you appreciate the evident skill. How

ever, with a magician, the art form requires that they hide their skill 

to create wonder."6 
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Teller created the "Shadows" trick in 1976 and registered it 

for copyright protection in 1983, after performing it at least 1,100 

times. "Shadows" is one of the centerpieces ofhis magic show with 

Penn Jillette in Las Vegas. Bill Smith, the owner of a well known 

magic prop development manufacturer in Las Vegas, which has 

built magic props for David Copperfield, Lance Burton, and Penn 

& Teller, says of the "Shadows" trick, "It's one of the top five tricks 

of all time. There's no question about it."7 Teller's complaint notes 

that the "Shadows" illusion "is the oldest, most venerated piece of 

material in continuous use in Penn & Teller's Show .. .. "8 

The "Shadows" illusion features a vase with a live flower silhou

etted onto a paper background set up on the stage for the whole 

audience to see. Teller then enters the scene holding a large knife 

that he uses to cut the paper, slicing parts of the flower's shadow. 

When Teller cuts the paper on the shadow, a leaf or petal of the cor

responding part of the real flower falls to the ground. 

During our phone interview we asked Mark Tratos if Teller had 

offered to license the illusion to Dogge before filing the lawsuit. 

Tratos told us, "We license a lot of Teller's illusions. He is always 

ready and willing to do that. Once it is under license, he is content. 

The larger magic community has benefitted greatly from work

ing with Teller under licenses."9 Unfortunately, Dogge would 

not agree to a license. Instead, he demanded that Teller buy his 

trick, for a sum of over $100,000. Teller refused to pay Dogge his 

demand and has said, "[i]t wasn't possible for me to come to any 

terms. It ended up having certain elements that reminded me of 

a kidnapping."10 

THE "SHADOWS" COPYRIGHT 

The law of copyright does not expressly protect magic acts or 

tricks, or the secrets behind them, but rather the expression of 

choreography or pantomime inherent in the art form known as 

"magic." The Copyright Act of 1976 states that the items of original 

expression are eligible for copyright protection as soon as they are 

fixed in tangible form.11 

Teller has used the stage name "Teller" for most of his adult life 

and has been a full-time magician since 1975. In January, 1983, 

Teller filed a certificate of copyright registration for "Shadows," 

characterizing it as a "gothic pantomime." Teller attached to the 

certificate three pages explaining the pantomime in television 

script format- establishing setting, character, and action- and 

providing a single drawing of the magic act. 

In early 2012, the defendant, Gerard Dogge, a professional ma

gician who regularly performs with his wife at a hotel in Fuerteven

tura, Canary Islands, made a YouTube video (now offiine due to a 

DMCA takedown) of himself performing an illusion entitled "The 

Rose and Her Shadow," which he described as his version of"Shad

m s." He made this video after travelling to Las Vegas to watch 

Teller perform the "Shadows" illusion. 
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In the YouTube video, Dogge allegedly offered to sell the secret 

and props necessary to perform the "The Rose and Her Shadow" 

illusion for around $3,050. In the bold white text at the bottom of 

the screen, Dogge wrote, "Easy to Perform." In addition, Dogge 

wrote that he had "seen the great Penn & Teller performing a simi

lar trick" and was happy to share his own version.11 

When Teller found out about Dogge's attempt to profit from the 

secrets behind his illusion, Teller contacted Dogge by telephone 

and notified him that the You Tube video was infringing on Teller's 

copyright. Teller requested that Dogge cease and desist from all 

use and offers to sell the allegedly infringing video, and offered to 

pay Dogge several thousand dollars for the time that Dogge spent 

working out "The Rose and Her Shadow." Dogge refused the offer. 

Because Dogge threatened to sell his video to the public 

throughout the world, it left Teller with no alternative but to sue 

Dogge in April 2012 for copyright infringement and unfair com

petitionP In response, on July 27, 2012, Dogge filed a writ of sum

mons in Belgian court against Teller for libel, slander, defamation, 

fraud, extortion, and blackmail. Dogge seeks damages in excess of 

ten million dollars.14 

TELLER'S PANTOMIME SCRIPT IS 
PROTECT ABLE 

Pantomime was not originally protected under copyright law, 

but under current law it is recognized as a distinct category of copy

rightable work. The CoMPENDIUM II defines pantomime as "the 

art of imitating or acting out situations, characters or some other 

events with gestures and body movement."15 To be a "pantomime," 

there must be gestures without speech, as well as a " dramatic" perfor

mance or production. Since the case of Daly v. Palmer'6 was decided in 

1868, dramatic performances that were mostly movement, gestures, 

and facial expressions have been protected under copyright. 17 

The grant of copyright protection to pantomimes includes the 

presentation of gestures without speech that have been fixed in tan

gible form, regardless of whether the presentation can be character

ized as dramatic. This broad construction is further confirmed by 

the coupling of pantomimes with choreographic works that need 

not be " dramatic."18 

On the certificate of copyright registration, Teller describes the 

nature of his work as "pantomime drama," thereby invoking the two 

protected categories. In his lawsuit against Dogge, the complaint 

only states a claim for violation of a dramatic work and steers clear 

of characterizing Teller's copyright as pantomime. 

This raises a question of what exactly is protected by Teller's 

copyright, and whether Teller's registration can support anything 

beyond the four corners of the script elements and stage directions. 

Other than the script elements and stage directions, the only other 

components are the actual devices and prop(s) used to perform the 

"Shadows" trick itself and the secret ofhow Teller performs it. 
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The legal quandary presented by this case can be summed up as 

follows: if the Copyright Act intends to protect original dramatic 

works of expression, but does not extend to the unexpressed secret 

to how the trick is performed that is embedded in a work of author

ship, 19 can Teller legally prevent Dogge from selling in the United 

States the secret behind Dogge's own, but admittedly plagiarized, 

version of the "Shadows" illusion? In other words, is it possible for 

Teller to use the Copyright Act to prevent Dogge from capitalizing 

on the fact that he figured out the secret to how the "Shadows" illu

sion is performed? 

Ultimately, the point and purpose of Teller's lawsuit is aimed at 

preventing the sale and disclosure of the secret behind how "Shad

ows" is performed. Dogge may or may not have determined the 

exact mechanics and props used by Teller to pull off the illusion, 

but it is clear that Dogge did innovate his own particular way to 

perform "The Rose and Her Shadow." And most magic tricks can 

be performed using various mechanisms and gimmicks. If Teller 

only sought to prevent Dogge from performing "The Rose and Her 

Shadow" on YouTube because the performance is a blatant copy

ing of Teller's copyrighted script, then his case would be relatively 

simple -but Teller's lawsuit seeks more. Instead, the suit seeks to 

prevent "all use and offers for sale of Defendant's infringing work 

'The Rose & Her Shadow."'20 With the inclusion of this request for 

relief, Teller is asking for more than the Copyright Act allows. He is 

attempting to prevent Dogge from profiting from his own innova

tion and work. 

What makes this case difficult is that Dogge's version of "Shad

ows" is both a substantial copying of Teller's protected work as well 

as Dogge's original innovation as to the secret mechanism that 

makes the illusion possible. The dramatic pantomime and the be

hind-the-scenes secret work in concert to create the sense of won

derment which Dogge seeks to monetize for his own benefit. 

SELLING THE SECRET BEHIND A TRICK DOES 

NOT CONSTITUTE INFRINGEMENT 

The creation of wonder is exactly what makes magic differ

ent from all other art and entertainment forms. However, there is 

nothing illegal or improper about figuring out how something is 

done and attempting to sell that solution. That sort of conduct is as 

American as apple pie. In some circles, it is called reverse-engineer

ing. There are countless magazines that vend the secrets to a better 

sex life, a more powerful golf swing, or how to count cards in Vegas. 

The copyright law simply does not protect these "secrets," let alone 

the secrets behind magic tricks. Only the expression of the illusion 

itself is copyrightable. 

When Teller copyrighted the pantomime script of "Shadows," 

his script only provided for what the audience saw. It does not ex

press the mechanism of the how the trick is accomplished. There

fore, Teller did not obtain a copyright on the mechanism of exactly 
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how the "Shadows" illusion is performed. The actual device(s) of a 

trick, if novel, might be something that could be patented, but not 

protected by copyright. 21 There are many gimmicks, props, and de

vices created by magicians that have been patented in the past. For 

example, a magic coin, 22 a magic hat, 23 and a levitating disk24 have 

all been patented. 

Many magical devices are not patented because the inven

tor does not wish to disclose to the public or other magicians the 

mechanical details of how a trick is accomplished. Over the centu

ries, magicians have used many various forms of coins, hats, capes, 

wands, and disks to evoke wonder from their audience. The nature 

of magic is that the props and gimmicks are always evolving with 

the times. Sometimes the props are complex and intricate, while 

other times they are so simple that you don't even consider the pos

sibility of how they may work. 

Consider the gimmicks used by the two magicians in the film 

The Prestige. One magician, Alfred, has created the sensational illu

sion called "The Transported Man," where he bounces a ball across 

the stage before stepping through a door and instantly reappearing 

from a second door on the opposite side of the stage to catch the ball 

without being seen to traverse the space in between. His rival magi

cian, Angier, obsessively hides in the audience night after night try

ing to figure out how the illusion is performed so that he WI1Sfe;rht

from his rival and perform it for his own glory. 

Convinced he needs a body double to perform the trick, An

gier hires the famous and eccentric inventor Nicola Tesla to build 

a machine that will clone him so that he can perform the magic act 

without involving another performer. The machine built by Tesla 

is a fantastical electric device that consumes half the stage and is 

spectacular in its operation, emitting clouds of smoke, sparks, and 

blue lightning bolts as it duplicates Angier and teleports him to the 

balcony of the theater. 

In terms of the props used by each magician to perform "The 

Transported Man," Alfred used only two common doors in their 

frames, a little red ball, a trap door in the floor, and the appearance 

of his identical twin. On the other hand, Angier uses the spectacle 

of an electrical contraption which is simultaneously wildly futuris

tic and fearful. Angier relies on Tesla's contraption to enthrall hi 

audience and invites them up the stage to inspect it. It i just this 

kind of device that should be patented by a magician, except that 

no magician would want to disclose what the device actually do 

- which is make clones and teleport them. The disclo ure of that 

fact would certainly destroy the wonderment of the ill ·on. 

The point is that each magician performed almo the same ex

act illusion using different mechanism and prop Their respective 

secrets behind the illusion were heavily guarded b bo- _ - ed and 

Angier, and both went to their respective gra - do ing 

how their "Transported Man" illusion '-as ac o ed 
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TELLER EXPLAINS THE MECHANICS OF MAGIC 

In March 2012, Teller wrote an article for Smithsonian magazine 

wherein he explained the mechanics of magic.25 He wrote, "[Magic 

is] not easy to pick apart with machines, because it's not really about 

the mechanics of your senses."26 

Teller then set forth seven principles that magicians employ to 

alter the perceptions of the audience: 

1. Exploit pattern recognition. 

2. Make the secret more trouble than the trick seems worth. 

3. It's hard to think critically if you're laughing. 

4. Keep the trickery outside the frame. 

5. To fool the mind, combine at least two tricks. 

6. Nothing fools you better than the lie you tell yourself. 

7. If you are given a choice, you believe you have acted freely. 27 

In short, Teller writes, "[m]agic is an art, as capable ofbeauty as 

music, painting or poetry. But the core of every trick is a cold, cogni

tive experiment in perception: Does the trick fool the audience?"28 

Considering this explanation, you can understand why Teller seeks 

to prevent Dogge from revealing the secret of how to perform the 

"Shadows" illusion. Human perception changes with knowledge, 

understanding, and experience. Even if Dogge's solution to the il

lusion is not the exact mechanism that Teller uses, it likely is close 

enough to allow the audience to see behind the curtain, and the dis

closure will ruin the wonder. 

CAN TELLER PROTECT HIS SHADOWS? 

Even if Teller is able to compare the protected pantomime script 

of "Shadows" to Dogge's YouTube video of "The Rose and Her 

Shadow," and demonstrate a substantial similarity between them, 

such that the court should enjoin Dogge from performing his ver

sion of the illusion in public in the future, it does not mean that 

Teller will also be successful in preventing disclosure of the secret 

mechanics behind the trick. 

Further, Teller's lawsuit characterizes his illusion as a" dramatic 

work." However, the Compendium II requires that a dramatic work 

must be a story with dialogue or acting. Teller's pantomime script 

is not a classic "dramatic work," and may not stand up as one under 

the scrutiny oflitigation. Still, Professor F. Jay Dougherty of Loyola 

Law School, author of Now You Own It, Now You Don't: Copyright 

and Related Rights in Magic Productions and Performances, noted in an 

interview, "[t]he lines are not clear between dramatic work and panto

mime, but either type of work is protectable under copyright .... The 

burden will be on the defendant to prove his copying was lawful."29 

That said, considering the issues involved and what Teller wants 

to protect, it is important to remember that the "copying" Professor 

Dougherty was discussing was the replication of the performance. 
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If Teller prevails in his lawsuit, or any part of it, it should encourage 

other magicians to seek copyright protection for their own signature 

magic acts in order to protect the value of the original choreography 

and pantomime inherent in their illusions. At the same time-and 

we admittedly all need to see how the suit plays out-magicians 

should not expect copyright protection to safeguard their secrets 

and beautiful lies, but only the manner in which they hide them and 

persuade the audience to believe in wonderment. ~~ 
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1. Lucius Anneus Seneca, Moral Epistles no. xlv ("On Sophistical 
Argumentation") (Richard M. Gummere trans., Loeb Classical 
Libraryed.1917). 

2. 'The Prestige' (Touchstone Pictures 2006). 'The Prestige' is 
a film that debuted in 2006 headlining Hugh Jackman and 
Christian Bale as rival magicians in London at the end of the 
Nineteenth Century. Both become famous and each sabotages 
the performances of the other on stage. Their rivalry becomes 
deadly and meets with tragic consequences. Michael Caine's 
character is named Cutter. He is the narrator of the movie and 
the prop maker for Angier. 
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Competition, Teller v. Dogge, No. 2:12-cv-00591-JCM-GWF 
(D. Nev. 2012 Aprilll, 2012) (hereinafter Complaint). 
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5. The Masked Magician had a special show on FOX television for 
four seasons where he revealed the secrets behind tricks. He was 
generally reviled by the magician community and now performs 
in South America. 
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